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Thucking hell in Tyrol
Austria's effoft to cut down on truck traffic collides with the EU,s principle of freedom
of movement.

By HANNE COKELAERE i 8t5/19,6:30 AM CET i Updated 8/16/19, 5:05 AM CET

Austria has tried to reduce the amount of freight traffic crossing the Brenner pass I Christof Stache/AFp via
Getty lmages
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Moves to stop so many trucks traveling through the busy Brenner Pass between Austria and Italy
have angered both sides, and raised alarm in Brussels.

Austria's Tyrol region rolled out new traffic restrictions earlier this month, barring large trucks
from leaving the motorway during set times.

- ADVERTISEMENT -

Tyrol insists it's acting to protect its people from the scourge of thousands of heavy transport

trucks.

"Overcrowding in these areas in the last month represents a severe impairment of the quality of
life and the security of the Tyrolean people and our guests," said a spokesperson for the regional
government.
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2 2 As well as unneruing the ELI the traffic restrictions are also angering
I I industry on both sides of the Alps.

The six-month pilot proiect is the latest in a series of emergency measures the Austrian region
has implemented to curb the impact of freight traffic thundering toward the Brenner pass.

Other efforts include weekend and nightbans, driving bans for specific sectors and the most
polluting vehicles, and strict traffic limits.

But the restrictions challenge one of the EU's core principles: the free movement of goods. That's
forcing Brussels to react.

As well as unnerving the EU the traffic restrictions are also angering industry on both sides of
the Alps.

ALSO ON POLITICO

Portugal declares energy crisis as truckers'strike cuts fuel supplies
PAUL AMES

ALSO ON POLITICO

European Parliament chokes on trucker legislation
JOSHUA POSANER

"The block clearances alone lead to kilometer-long traffic jams and waiting times of three to five
hours on the German side," said Niels Beuck, director of the German logistics association
DSLV. "The restrictions on transit traffic practiced by Austria constitute a barrier for the free
movement of goods in Europe on one of the most important north-south links."
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I
German Transport Minister Andreas Scheuer I Kay Nietfeld/AFP via Getty lmages

Crisis talks

Tyrol's announcement of more restrictions, including an intensification of bans forthe most

polluting vehicles in late October and. a driving ban for new categories of goods in 2ozo, have

iniected new urgency into the debate.

At a ]uly meeting in Ber1in, German Transport Minister Andreas Scheuer and his Austrian

counterpart Andreas Reichhardt agreed with regional leaders from Bavaria and Tyrol to find
common ground on a toII rate for trucks that would raise costs to dent the route's atffaction.

The leaders committed to come up with a first draft at an expert meeting planned for the end of
August, as a part of a ro-point plan that will "create incentives for a shift from road to rail."

That's a win for the Tyrol government, which has long lobbied its neighbors to raise road

charges.

Last year marked the first time the volume of traffic passing through the Brenner surpassed that
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on French and Swiss Alpine passes combined - z.4million uucks passed through Brenner,
while 2.37 million trucks opted for one of the other six main Alpine passages. That's up
from 1.56 million trucks in zooo.

"The numbers were seen as a problem when Austria joined the EU [in 1995]," said Markus
Gansterer, policy officer for green mobility NGO VCO. "Now the problem is unbearable."

Switzerland has been more successful in reducing traffic and shifting goods from road to rai[.
But unlike Switzerland, Austria is an EU member. "[The Swiss] do not have to obey all the rules
of the EU," Gansterer said.

Commission in a bind

Austria's restrictions on transit traffic challenge one of the EU's core principles - the freedom of
movement.

"Discussions on the unilateral measures announced byTyrol will continue with Austrian
authorities," a European Commission spokesperson said. The Commission is already
irvestigating one of Austriat latest emergency measures, the imposition of sectoral bans -
covering goods like paper, cement, plaster, pipes, grain and liquid petroleum - which the
country sent the Commissionb way in )uly.

Brussels has to balance concerns over health and environment against the freedom of
movement.
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The EU is in a difficult position over the Brenner Pass I Emmanuel Dunand/AFP via Getty lmages

The transit traffic 'treates a real air quality issue," a Commission spokesperson said, but "the

measures to address this problem will have to be proportionate, with the smallest possible

impact on the free movement of goods and people."

"The fundamental argument from the EU and Germany is the freedom of trade, the freedom of
movement," Gansterer said. "EU membership is a very positive thing ... but the rules that apply

in the union are a problem."

Waiting for railway salvation

The July summit of national and regional officials may have taken some of the heat out of the

debate, as Scheuer had hoped - but it didn't get Tyrol to budge on its driving bans.

"We won't deviate one millimeter from our emergency measures," Giinther Platter, Tyrol's

governor, said afterlast months summit.

Platter has taken an increasingly hard line to what he says is inaction by Germany and ltaly.
"They've been making promises for decades," he said. "But only one thing has happened since -
the transit of trucks has increased."
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, , "Rail is the only way to provide relief in the long run" - Niels Beuck,

I I director of the Germanlogistics association DSIV

The long-term solution is to get freight offtrucks and on to trains, but that's still a long way in
the future.

The completion date for the Brenner Base Tunnel, a new rail link that will connect Innsbruck in
Austria with Franzensfeste in ltaly and move freight transport underground, is set for zoz5. But
slow progress on the 64-kilometer tunnel's access point in Germany means it could take years

before rail canbe a credible alternative.

"The fact is that Alpine transit traffic will continue to increase and existing infrastructure will
not suffice," DSLV's Beuck said. "Rail is the only way to provide relief in the long run."
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